Wind Deceiver

Felling of the Oak... Jaleel Jaborn has
found the ultimate revenge. Not by cutting
the mighty oak--known as Conar
McGregor--off at the knees. No. His torture
is much more insidious. Much more
devastating. He prunes the leaves one by
one as a helpless Conar is forced to watch,
unable to save any of his friends. Pitched
into a nightmare not achievable by even the
Domination, has Jaborn finally managed to
fell the powerful DarkWind, or can the soul
of the Samiel rise above the ashes much
like the Phoenix of old, and exact a
revenge more deadly than anything ever
seen? Protected by the Daughterhood of the
Multitude all his life, will their
guardianship be enough to save Conars
soul? Or is it too late even for them?
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